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Lifelong Learning and Metacognition

• According to a well-known discussion on Reflection by Dewey (1933), the concept 
includes critical thinking, and the reflective activity should be constructive. 

• Metacognition is another important factor of learning which is closely related to 
reflection, since it was defined as reflective consciousness or inner speech (Vygotsky, 
1986). 

• Active monitoring is a key aspect of metacognition (Flavell, 1976). 

• To sum up, lifelong learning is attributed to enhanced reflective and metacognitive 
skills, because being equipped with critical thinking abilities would allow learners to 
assess assumptions, beliefs, and actions, that is necessary skill (Merriam & Bierema, 
2014).



Lifelong Learning in Local Context

• In a dynamic society where change is constant and a piece of 
useful knowledge may become useless tomorrow, a person’s 
learnability, that is, their ability to acquire necessary knowledge 
at any point of life, becomes more important than the quantity of 
knowledge they acquire now (Daily FT, 2017). 

• As a result, educators are becoming more interested in nurturing 
critical thinking and learnability, and encouraging learners to 
view learning as a lifelong activity. 





Portfolio Writing in Language learning
(from a guideline for the students)

• What is Language Portfolio?

Language Portfolio is to keep history of learning languages formally and informally, 
particularly to encourage learners’ awareness of each and every activities and experiences 
of supporting language learning.

• Why we use Korean language Portfolio in Korean 5 (LAK4201)?

The portfolio encourages learners to equip ownership of learning, as well as to take 
responsibility for their learning. Also, the portfolio helps me (teacher) to cope with 
heterogeneous groups. For learners, the portfolio helps to understand their individuality, and 
helps them to achieve personal goals within the group.

The portfolio also helps to make progress visible and increases learner satisfaction. In addition 
to progress, the portfolio clearly presents achievement visible and comprehensible for 
employers, for other schools, etc.



The Study

• 22 Female, 3 Male participants (AVR age: 21.8)

• All in LAK4201 (Korean 5) module at NUS

• have been studying Korean for AVR 2.87 years

• 8 started to learn Korean outside NUS, while 17 started to learn 
Korean at NUS



EXAM 
WRAPPER

Activity Timeline

Assignment1
(Week1)

Assignment2
(Week4)

Assignment3
(Week6)

Assignment4
(Week9)

Assignment5
(Week11)

PRESENTATION



Assignments with Rubric

• To summarise and develop from class discussion/activity

• with a clear Rubric as a guideline



Weekly Reflection Guideline
During eLecture
I learnt and noticed … /I wondered … /I wanted to find out … /So, I did…. 

During Lecture
I could resolve … /I could find further … /I was not still clear about …. Therefore, I want to 
… /I want to find out further of … /After the class, I did….

[Language & Culture] Things I notice about language and culture
Material/Media/Resource & Date
Please share some detailed information about that encounter when you noticed about 
language and culture.



Course Design of LAK4201 (Korean5)

• Flipped & Blended

Week2
eLecture

Week2
Lectures

Week3
eLecture

Week3
Lectures

Review of W1

Preparation of 
W2

Build up based 
on the 

preparation

Review of W2

Preparation of 
W3

Build up based 
on the 

preparation

WEEKLY
REFLECTION



Strategy Inventory for Language 
Learning (Oxford, 1990)
• Memory strategies

• Cognitive strategies

• Compensation strategies

• Metacognitive strategies

• Affective strategies

• Social strategies



Metacognitive strategies in SILL
• I try to find as many ways as I can to use my Korean.

• I notice my Korean mistakes and use that information to help me do 
better.

• I try to find out how to be a better learner of Korean.

• I have clear goals for improving my Korean skills.

• I think about my progress in learning Korean.

• I pay attention when someone is speaking Korean.

• I plan my schedule so I will have enough time to study Korean.

• I look for people I can talk to in Korean.

• I look for opportunities to read as much as possible in Korean.



Findings





Findings
“The examples didn’t help me understand X because they were out of context”

“I really enjoyed today’s discussion with friends. I also made new friends while talking 
about our travelling experience with photos. I was fascinated by amazing photos of 
Daniel (pseudo-name) from Sweden and Finland. I think this kind of activity helps us a lot 
to improve.”

“I could not understand the concept of X while studying with a eLecture, but could 
resolve the problem while listening to the friends during lecture.”

Week13: “I can complete my weekly reflection with a great ease, compared to Week1. I 
feel my Korean has been improved a lot.”

Reflecting on the learning activity and the process meticulously



Findings
“I will try to learn the expressions because they don’t exist in English but are used 
frequently in Korean.”

“I realised [there are] various words to address family members in Korean, perhaps 
because family is such an important unit in Korean culture.”

“New vocabulary related to hospital setting was not easy to memorise, but Ann (pseudo-
name) told me that the words are very similar to Chinese.” 

“It was very interesting to find a similarity between Korean proverbs and Chinese 
proverbs.”

Being aware of cross-linguistic differences



Findings
“I realised that the new sentence structure is similar with the one that we learnt last 
semester”

“I wonder how they [two constructions] are different in usage”

“I can’t believe we are talking about ‘Hobby’ again!”

“Proverbs are so fun to learn, and they are very interesting in their background story. I 
don’t know why they were not introduced earlier [in previous modules].”

Being able to make connection and meaning between prior knowledge and newly 
learnt knowledge



Findings
“It was not as easy as it looks at the beginning of writing Assignment 1. Although I had 
plenty of ideas and examples to write about, it was difficult to organise them in an 
efficient and coherent way. I think I need to practise writing longer and complex 
sentences”

“I hope to read more of Korean poems during school holiday.”

“I realized I still makes mistakes in using this structure [from teacher’s correction], but I 
don’t see the pattern yet. Perhaps, I will write more sentences, and hope Dr. Park can 
correct them again.”

Planning for the next stage of the language learning process



Findings
“In my previous trip, I had to ask my Korean friend to help me to book a rail ticket, 
because I was not confident. We learnt all the vocabulary and practised for possible 
situations in the station. Now I can book a rail ticket online and on site.”

“Next year, I will go to Korean for an exchange, and I am happy that I am able to open 
a bank account and use an ATM [because today’s chapter covered it].”

Looking/planning for opportunities to use Korean



Exam Wrapper: Test Reflection

Exam wrappers are quick quiz-type 
questionnaires to help students reflect on 
what they got wrong on the test and 
create a plan to improve on the next one. 
Make Exams worth more than the grade: Using Exam wrappers to promote 
metacognition. Marsha C. Lovett (2013).



Exam Wrapper: Test Reflection from 
LAK4201
This activity is designed to give you a chance to reflect your mid-term test performance 
and, more important, on the effectiveness of your test preparation. Please answer the 
questions. 

1. How much time did you spend reviewing with each of the followings:
Reading textbook ( )

Reading workbook in textbook ( )

eLecture ( )

Lecture handout ( )

Searching additional information ( )

2. What percentage of your preparation for the test was done alone, and what 
percentage with one or more persons?

% alone % with other(s)



Exam Wrapper: Test Reflection from 
LAK4201
3. Now that you have looked over graded test paper, estimate the percentage of points 
you lost due to each of the following:

% from not understanding a concept

% from not being careful (i.e. careless mistakes)

% from not being able to understand the context to choose 
the right structure/words

% from not being able to apply grammar restrictions.

% from other reasons (please specify: )

4. Based on your responses to the previous questions, what would you plan to do 
differently in preparing for the next test?



Additional (and unexpected) 
outcome

• Good Rapport 
among learners 
and learners with 
me!

• in which develop 
Strong Trust to help 
learning



Conclusion

Portfolio Writing
- Guided Reflection

- Two-way interaction

students’ Capacity 
for Meticulous 

Reflection

their Involvement 
in Metacognitive 

Activities

Lifelong Learning



Future plan
• Peer review can be done? Google DOC (to share between a student and the 

teacher), no sharing within the group (I might want to do that for peer feedback??)

• How to utilize LumiNUS, if it can support?

• How to encourage learners to apply the attained experience in other disciplines or 
learning activities?



CTHANK YOU.
https://blog.nus.edu.sg/mihi/


